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Please follow your teacher's instruction on use and return of packets.  
Por favor siga las instrucciones de su maestro sobre el uso y la devolución de los paquetes. 

Tanpri swiv enstriksyon pwofesè  w sou jan pou w itilize ak retounen  pakè yo. 
Por favor, siga as instruções do professor sobre o uso e o retorno dos pacotes. 
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Fifth Grade Recommended Pacing 
 

Day Skill Page 

Monday 

Review: SSA Shuffle Mission 5 
Standard:SC.5.E.5.3, SC.5.E.5.2 

  
Study Island: Topic 3a. The Galaxy 

3-4 

Tuesday 

Review: SSA Shuffle Mission 5 
Standard: SC.5.E.5.3, SC.5.E.5.2 

  
Study Island: Topic 3a. The Galaxy 

5-6 

Wednesday 

Review: SSA Shuffle Mission 6 
Standard: SC.4.E.5.4, SC.4.E.5.1, 

SC.4.E.5.3 
 

Study Island: Topic 3b. Movement of the 
Earth, Moon, Sun & Stars 

7-8 

Thursday 

Review: SSA Shuffle Mission 6 
Standard: SC.4.E.5.4, SC.4.E.5.1, 

SC.4.E.5.3 
  

Study Island: Topic 3b. Movement of the 
Earth, Moon, Sun & Stars 

8-11 

Friday 

Review: SSA Shuffle Mission 7 
Standard: SC.5.E.5.2 

 
Study Island: Topic 3b. Movement of the 

Earth, Moon, Sun & Stars 

12-14 

 

*If your student needs assistance with any of the content presented in these lessons, please contact their 

teacher. All Orange County Public School teachers are committed to supporting our students throughout this 

distance learning experience. Thank you for all that you do to maintain a strong School/Home connection! 
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Mission 5  
(SC.5.E.5.3, SC.5.E.5.2) 

 

Learning Goal:  

● I will be able to distinguish between the different objects (Sun, planets, moons, asteroids, comets) in our solar 

system. 

● I will be able to identify Earth’s position in our solar system. 

● I will be able to recognize the major common characteristics of all planets and compare/contrast the 

properties of inner and outer planets. 

 

Procedure: 

Activity 1: 

1. Observe the picture that shows our solar system. 

2. After observing the picture, respond to the following question: 

“What is Earth’s position in the solar system?” Be descriptive. 

 

 

 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Activity 2: 

1. In this activity, you will list the characteristics of inner and outer planets. 

2. Try to fill in the chart as quickly as possible. 

 

 

3. Answer the following question: 

“What characteristics do all planets have in common?” 

 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Activity 3:  

1. Work to fill in the space object characteristics chart. Put an “X” in the column if the object has the 

characteristic described. 

 

 

 

Formative Assessment Check For Understanding: 

 

1. Astronomers study many different kinds of objects in our Solar System. Which of the following best 

describes a difference between comets and asteroids? 

A. Comets orbit planets, and most asteroids orbit the Sun. 

B. Comets are hot balls of gas, and asteroids are made mostly of ice. 

C. Comets are made mostly of ice, and asteroids are made mostly of rocks. 

D. Comets orbit the Sun between Mars and Jupiter, and asteroids form patterns in the sky. 

 

2. Lamar is writing a report about the Solar System. Which statement best describes the differences 

between the inner planets and the outer planets? 

A. The inner planets are all the same size, and the outer planets vary in size. 

B. The inner planets are small and solid, and the outer planets are large and gaseous. 

C. The inner planets have thick, poisonous atmospheres, and the outer planets lack atmospheres. 

D. The inner planets are collections of frozen gas and rocky particles, and the outer planets are 

fragments of rock 
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3. Which of these objects would most likely be found between Mars and Jupiter? 

A. stars 

B. comets 

C. planets 

D. asteroids 

 

4. Anastasia drew a model that shows the eight planets in our solar system.  

 

Each planet is labeled with a number to show the order of the planets from the Sun. Which number 

represents Earth? 

A. 1 

B. 2 

C. 3 

D. 4 

 

5. Woody and Buzz are trying to write a general description of a planet that could apply to any planet in 

our Solar System. So far, their list looks like this: 

 

1. orbits the Sun 

2. is nearly round 

 

What else can they add to their list? 

A. rotate on its axis 

B. has at least one moon 

C. has water on its surface 

D. is always the same distance from the Sun 

 

 

6. Which statement best differentiates planets from other objects in the solar system? 

A. Planets are swirling balls of gases. 

B. Planets are large balls made of rock. 

C. Planets are large objects that orbit a star. 

D. Planets are bright objects that give off light. 
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Mission 6 Student Log 

Mission 6  
(SC.4.E.5.4, SC.4.E.5.1, SC.4.E.5.3) 

Learning Goal:  

● I will be able to relate that the rotation of Earth and apparent movements of the Sun, Moon, and stars are 

connected. 

● I will be able to recognize that Earth revolves around the Sun in a year and rotates on its axis in a 24-hour day. 

● I will be able to observe that the patterns of stars in the sky stay the same although they appear to shift 

across the sky nightly, and different stars can be seen in different seasons. 

 

Procedure: 

Activity 1: 

1. For this activity, you will model Earth’s rotation and revolution. 

2. Stand up in an area that gives you room to move. Follow these instructions. 

a. Instruction #1 - “Model what rotation looks like.” 

b. Instruction #2 - “Model what revolution looks like.” 

c. Instruction #3 - “Model rotation and revolution at the same time.” 

 

What causes Earth to have day and night? 
 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

How long does it take for the Earth to complete one rotation? 
 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

How long does it take for the Earth to complete one revolution? 
 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Activity 2: 

1. Observe the pictures showing the apparent movement of the Sun throughout the day and the stars time-lapse 

photo. Discuss what you observed with a partner.  

2. Answer the accompanying questions. 

Sun’s Apparent Movement 

Morning Noon Afternoon 
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Mission 6 Student Log 
Star Time-Lapse Photo 

 

 

What causes the apparent movement of the stars, Moon, and the Sun? 
 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Do patterns of stars stay the same as they appear to shift across the sky nightly? 
 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Activity 3: 

1. Look at the picture of the Sun, the Earth, and stars.  

2. This picture model shows you the patterns of stars that are visible in the night sky during different seasons. 

***On the next page, there is a handout with directions containing a picture of the Sun, Earth, and the star 

seasons map. If you’d like, follow the steps to create your own model. 

 

 

 

Why are different patterns of stars only visible at certain times of the year? 
 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Mission 6 Student Log 
 

Directions for creating model: 

1. Cut out the Sun, the Earth, and rectangular shape.  

2. Locate the black holes on each object and the star patterns handout. 

3. Insert a brass fastener through the black hole of the Earth through one of the rectangles black holes. 

4. Insert another fastener through the Sun, push the fastener through the black hole on the star patterns 

handout to connect your model. 

5. Use your model to demonstrate Earth’s rotation and revolution. 
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Mission 6 Student Log 
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Mission 6 Student Log 
Formative Assessment Check For Understanding: 

 

1. Earth orbits the Sun. Yet the Sun appears to move through the sky. For example, the Sun always appears 

to rise in the east and set in the west. What is responsible for this apparent motion of the Sun? 

 

A. Earth’s size 

B. Earth’s orbit 

C. Earth’s rotation 

D. Earth’s revolution 

 

2. Some star patterns are visible from different places on Earth only during a part of the year. Why are 

certain star patterns not visible everywhere on Earth all year long? 

 

A. because of the Sun’s rotation 

B. because of the Earth’s rotation 

C. because of the Sun’s revolution 

D. Because of the Earth’s revolution 

 

3. If you look up at the night sky long enough, the stars will appear to move across the sky. What is 

responsible for making the stars appear to move across the sky at night? 

 

A. Earth’s revolution 

B. Earth’s rotation on its axis 

C. Earth’s position in its orbit 

D. Earth’s distance from the Sun 

 

4. Look closely at the illustration below. 

 

How long will it take for Earth to travel all the way back to its starting point? 

 

A. 24 hours 

B. 365 hours 

C. 12 months 

D. one month 
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Mission 7 Student Log 

Mission 7  
(SC.5.E.5.2) 

Learning Goal:  

● I will be able to describe the changes in the observable shape of the Moon over the course of about a month. 

 

Procedure: 

Activity 1: 

1. Observe the picture showing the Moon changing its appearance. 

2. Complete a quick write in response to the picture by answering the following questions. 

a. Describe the changes you observe of the Moon’s appearance. 

b. Does the Moon’s appearance always change in the same order? 

c. Name different moon phases. 

 

 
 

 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Mission 7 Student Log 
 

Activity 2: 

1. The table below shows data about the Moon’s phases during one month of the year. Each drawing shows a 

phase of the Moon. The pattern in the calendar helps you predict the Moon phases. 

2. Observe the calendar and answer the accompanying questions. 

 

 

 

1. Describe the observable changes in the observable shape of the Moon in this calendar. 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

2. About how long does it take for the Moon to go through all of its phases? 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

3. On which day or days was there a new moon? On which day or days was there a full moon? 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

4. After a new moon, what side of the Moon starts to appear to us on Earth? 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

5. Explain how you can predict when the next last quarter moon phase will happen. Approximately, what would 

be the date of the next last quarter moon phase? 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Mission 7 Student Log 
 

Activity 3: 

1. Observe the picture showing the Moon’s revolution around the Earth. The diagram also shows the direction of 

the sunlight.  

2. Draw how the Moon would appear to you on Earth for the Moon phases labeled A, B, C, and D. 

 

Visual Appearance of the Moon from Earth 

A B C D 

 
 
 

 
 

   

 

 

Formative Assessment Check For Understanding: 

 

1. Kashvi likes to look out the window at the moon. She observes that it seems to change every week. Which 

sentence best explains why this happens?  

 

A. The Moon moves between Earth and the Sun. 

B. The Moon rotates only once in about a month. 

C. The same side of the Moon always faces Earth. 

D. The amount of the lit part of the Moon that faces Earth changes. 
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Mission 7 Student Log 
 

2. The picture below shows a phase of the moon.  

 

What will the next phase be? 

 

A. Full Moon 

B. New Moon 

C. Last Quarter 

D. First Quarter 

 

3. The Moon orbits Earth. This orbit causes the Moon to look different over the course of about a month. 

These differences are called phases. One phase is called a full moon. Look closely at the table below. 

 

Moon Phases-Summer 2019 

Month New Moon First Quarter Full Moon Last Quarter 

June 6 15 22 28 

July 6 14 21 28 

August 5 13 19 26 

September 4 11 18 25 

 

What can you conclude about a full moon? 

 

A. A full moon only occurs in the summer months. 

B. A full moon always occurs after a first quarter moon. 

C. A full moon always occurs on the 5th day of the month. 

D. A full moon always occurs before the first quarter moon. 
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